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Abstract 
In this thesis a non-centralized algorithm is proposed to locate nearby servers based on their 
players’ positions in a massive multiplayer online game server cluster. The purpose of this is to 
enable that players can visually see each other even though they are connected to different 
servers. By utilizing peer to peer connection between the servers the algorithm is tolerant against 
possible hardware failures. The algorithm simplifies the data sent over the network with a new 
concave polygon creation algorithm which works in linear execution time, enabling fast 
computations for real-time games. 

The algorithm works by finding colliding polygons from other servers and the closest polygons 
based on distance to find nearby servers which information should be shared with. Those two 
algorithms at this time work in quadratic execution time which is a point of improvement, which 
could require the concave polygon to be converted into one or several convex polygons. 

The algorithm is designed to give the user good access on the amount of network traffic sent over 
the cluster which gives better control and understanding on how much network traffic that will 
be sent in the cluster. It shows that the algorithm is dependent on how players in the world are 
distributed over the servers. By having players nearby each other on the same server improves 
the result of the algorithm. It is shown that compared to having a centralized server, the network 
traffic on every single node have reduced network traffic than compared to a centralized server. 

Keywords 
Distributed algorithm, non-centralized, MMOG, cluster, locate servers, distance based, polygon 
creation  



 
 

Abstract 
In den här uppsatsen presenteras en icke-centraliserad algoritm som hittar närliggande servrar 
baserat på deras spelares positioner i ett massivt multi-spelare online spel med flera servrar. 
Syftet är att möjliggöra att spelare från olika servrar kan se varandra visuellt även fast de är 
uppkopplade till olika servrar. Genom att använda sig av ”peer-to-peer” kommunikation i 
klustret blir algoritmen tolerant mot hårdvarufel. Algoritmen simplifierar data som skickas 
genom en ny typ av konkav polygon algoritm vilken fungerar i linjär exekveringstid, vilket 
möjliggör snabba beräkningar för realtidsspel. 

Algoritmen fungerar genom att hitta kolliderande polygoner från andra servrar och även de mest 
närliggande baserat på distans för att lokalisera närliggande servrar att dela information med. De 
här två algoritmerna arbetar i kvadratisk tid vilket skulle kunna förbättras. Detta kan kräva att 
konkava polygonen konverteras till en eller flera konvexa polygoner. 

Algoritmen är designad för att ge användaren bra tillgång till hur mycket nätverkstrafik som bör 
skickas inom klustret vilket ger en bättre kontroll och förståelse över hur mycket data som 
kommer att skickas totalt. Det visas att algoritmen är beroende av hur spelarna är distribuerade 
över servrarna. Genom att ha närliggande spelare i världen på samma server förbättras resultatet 
av algoritmen. Det visas även att jämfört med en centraliserad server så förbättras 
nätverkstrafiken på varje enskild nod jämfört med trafiken som mottogs av den centraliserade 
servern. 

Nyckelord 
Distribuerad algorithm, Icke-centraliserad, MMOG, kluster, lokalisera servrar, 
avståndsbaserad, polygon skapning   
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1. Introduction 
Today in computer gaming massive multiplayer online games (MMOG) [1] have been a growing 
genre [2]. A MMOG allows thousands of players to play together in a large world cooperating 
together or being part of player versus player battles. 

The genre goes from roleplaying games such as World of Warcraft [3] to action packed shooting 
games like planetside 2 [4]. Even though they focus on different entertainment for their 
costumers, inside the game they have one thing in common, supporting thousands of players 
inside a single world. This have created products aiming to help new games with supporting a 
massive online world: PikkoServer [5] by MuchDifferent which solves this problem by a cluster 
to simulate the virtual world which this report will be focused on. HeroEngine [6], another 
solution which supports a single server architecture but also includes systems such as artificial 
intelligence and 3d rendering to give the developers an entire suite of tools. 

Commercial games have been made using these type of products such as Star wars: The old 
republic [7]. This game uses HeroEngine and support 1.6 million active players [8], to support 
these many players the players are divided over several different virtual worlds. This creates a 
horizontal scaling where additional servers can run new virtual worlds to balance out the players. 
This thesis focuses on how to enable horizontal scaling for a single virtual world using a 
distributed solution such as PikkoServer and how to solve the issue of finding nearby servers 
based on their players positions which should communicate with each other.  

1.1 Background 
MuchDifferent [9] is a company which have developed a distributed server solution to ease the 
scalability and distribute the workload of the game world. This solution is meant to help break 
limitations which can be how many players can be online in one world at the same time and 
limitations on gameplay to reduce the amount of traffic sent to minimize the workload on the 
server. 

MuchDifferent’s solution is to treat the world similar to how wireless phones work today [5]. 
Every player is a cellphone, and every cell server (which is a specific server in the cluster 
handling a number of players) is an antenna. The players are handed over between the cell 
servers which makes that players close to each other often are connected to the same cell server. 
The last part to make this scalable is that every antenna (meaning each cell server) can move.  
The cell server handling area is therefore dynamic and are moved over the game world to split 
the players equally between them. Every cell server is connected to a centralized server which 
handles the algorithms for cell server placement in the world and which cell servers need to 
share player information with each other (to allow a player to see players from other cell servers). 

This together builds up a computer cluster of one centralized server and multiple game servers 
which handles a single game world. 

 

1.2 Problem 
In the cluster mentioned above, MuchDifferent had issues on how to find what players from 
other cell servers are interesting for a specific server. Both computation time wise and an issue 
that servers did not have mutual information between each other. For example Server A share its 
player information with Server B, but Server B does not share player information with Server A. 
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Server B can then see players from Server A, but players on Server A cannot see players from 
server B. 

Initially for this thesis a solution was created which operated on the centralized server. It 
operated using a KD-tree containing all players. By locating the nearest neighboring players from 
other servers the most relevant players and servers could be located. This solution worked, but 
suffered from long computation time, and also that it is operated on a centralized server. The 
centralized server is needed since the KD-tree need information of all the players in the world. 
This creates a single point of failure in the cluster. 

Other distributed algorithms such as peer to peer distributed hash table [10] have also seen that 
a centralized server would be a bottleneck for the whole system [10]. Every algorithm that is run 
on the centralized server can also only benefit from the performance of that single server and 
does not benefit from the size of the cluster. 

Therefore the problem at hand in this thesis is how to create a non-centralized distributed 
algorithm which find servers with nearby players to each other in the virtual world to enable the 
servers to share their player information with each other. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to create and present a workable non-centralized distributed 
algorithm which locates suitable servers close to each other based on their players’ positions. The 
algorithm should increase the robustness compared to algorithms on a centralized server. The 
implementation should also allow any type of network topology of the servers. 

1.4 Goal 
The goal is to present a solution of a non-centralized distributed algorithm which remove the 
need of a centralized server and locates suitable servers to communicate with for each individual 
server. The algorithm should be a good alternative to other solutions today using a centralized 
server for companies wanting a solution with better hardware failure tolerance. The solution 
should also show better results than a solution with a centralized server when comparing the 
network traffic needed for the centralized server against a single node in a non-centralized 
solution. 

1.4.1 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability 

All developers of massive online computer games can benefit from this thesis since it gives a view 
upon how players can be represented in a distributed cluster and how to share data. Also help 
those that wish to implement their own solution by giving information on the positive and 
negative effects of the proposed solution. 

In an ethical point of view it is important to consider when working with a computer cluster is 
that information can be traveled across the internet. Possible confidential data should be well 
encrypted to protect users/costumers when they are using the service. 

Sustainability is important in the world today, while this solution does not affect it directly it 
should still be considered. Nonetheless, mechanisms which shutdown cell servers when the 
player population is low can help save energy. 
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1.5 Methodology / Methods 

Qualitative research and Quantitative research are two research methods often used today. 
These two research methods are often compared against each other [11], but should not be seen 
as counterparts to each other. John W. Creswell [12] says: “Qualitative and quantitative 
approaches should not be viewed as rigid, distinct categories, polar opposites or dichotomies, 
instead they represent different ends on a continuum. A study tends to be more qualitative than 
quantitative or vice versa.”. As such a study often does not only contain one research method but 
a slight combination of the two. 

Qualitative research focuses on trying to understand the meaning of data rather than testing 
against a pre-defined hypothes with the help of interpretations [12] [11]. As such Qualitative 
research is a subject of subjectivity, based on the knowledge of the researcher different results 
can be found which can lead to errors [11].  

Quantitative research investigates observable phenomena from empirical data, in any numerical 
form such as statistics, percentages, time, etc. [13]. Some usage methods that quantitative 
research are often committed to are: Hypothesis-testing, use of numerical data, procedural 
objectivity, generalization, identifying systematic patterns of association and controlling 
variables [14]. 

1.5.2 Deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning 

Deductive and inductive reasoning are two ways to reason the truth of a specific conclusion. 
Deductive reasoning uses previously proven statements to logically explain the outcome [15], 
while inductive reasoning is based on existing knowledge or observations [16]. The inductive 
reasoning gives strong evidence that the prediction is likely to be correct, but there is a chance 
that it is not generalizable or/and might not be the absolute truth. While the deductive reasoning 
is true if all the previous statements are true. An example of deductive reasoning is the 
development of a new mathematical theory based on existing axioms. 

1.5.3 Methods used 

A mix of the research methods is used in this thesis, based on the access to empirical data the 
thesis tends to be either more qualitative or quantitative. During the development of the 
algorithm inductive reasoning was mostly used and explained behaviour based on observations 
and comparisons to other distributed algorithms. 

The performance analysis of the algorithm will use quantitative research to analyze the empirical 
data collected with deductive reasoning. The comparison of network traffic from a centralized 
server algorithm to a distributed algorithm will use qualitative research because of the lack of 
empirical data from a centralized server. 

1.6 Delimitations 
This thesis does not consider factors like the algorithm which considers what cell server a 
specific player should be connected to. Also on how actual player information is best sent 
between servers when an actual connection have been set up. Meaning that when server A knows 
that he need information about player 1 from server B the actual sending of player data is not 
considered in the report. 

Network security is also not considered in the report. Meaning how the data should be encrypted 
to keep the information safe to its destination. 
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1.7 Outline 

Chapter 2, gives background information of distributed algorithms and what is important in such 
an algorithm. Information about PikkoServer [5] from MuchDifferent [17] and information on 
why a distributed solution was chosen and the conclusion why a new type of algorithm has to be 
developed to create concave polygons. Some related products are also described and how they 
are implemented. 

Chapter 3 describes the research strategy and the conceptual model of the network traffic in a 
cluster, comparing a centralized server against a peer to peer network. Also description on what 
kind of research methodology the different results are analyzed by. 

Chapter 4 explains the development process, how the first algorithm was developed and why a 
second more distributed algorithm was chosen. 

Chapter 5 goes in depth of the algorithm, that includes polygon creation algorithm, collision 
testing, distance calculation between polygons and description on how the algorithm finds 
nearby servers. 

Chapter 6 describes the demo environment implementation and information about the different 
test scenarios. 

Chapter 7 contains the results from the tests descripted in chapter 5. This includes results from 
polygon creation, calculations of the implementation compared to the conceptual model and the 
worst case scenarios of the algorithm. 

Chapter 8 is a conclusion of the report where a summary of the report is given and what can be 
concluded from the results of the thesis. 
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2. Distributed algorithms, related work and polygons 
A distributed algorithm is an algorithm that is running on several different computers [18]. 
There have been many areas today where distributed algorithms have been implemented, for 
example, telecommunications, distributed information processing, scientific computing and real-
time process control [18]. 

According to Nancy Lunch in Distributed Algorithms [18], there are some attributes which 
distinguish the distributed algorithms: 

 The interprocess communication (IPC) method, the distributed algorithm runs on several 
processors and needs to communicate, either by shared memory or network based 
communication like remote procedure calls. 

 The timing model. Algorithms have different ways of running, some run completely 
synchronous while others could run asynchronous. Between these two extremes there are 
a range of partially synchronous algorithms. A partially synchronous algorithm means 
that there are steps in the algorithm where it runs in a synchronized step.  

 The failure model. A distributed algorithm could need to tolerate a certain amount of 
hardware failures, to make the algorithm more robust. 

 The problems addressed. The algorithms distinguish themselves based on the type of 
problem they aim to address. 

Nancy Lunch [18] also mentions a number of uncertainties that a distributed algorithm may have 
to content with: 

 Unknown number of processors 

 Unknown network topology 

 Independent inputs at different locations 

 Several programs executing at once, starting at different times, and operating at different 
speeds. 

 Processor nondeterminism. 

 Uncertain message delivery times. 

 Unknown message ordering. 

 Processor and communication failures. 

While an algorithm does not have to consider all these factors it can make the algorithm more 
robust. An example which does not consider all factors is Cannon’s Algorithm  [19], which solves 
matrix multiplication for two dimensional meshes. The algorithm is best suited for a network 

topology where the computers are laid out in a 𝑁 ∗ 𝑁 square [20]. Because of this it does not 
perform equally well with different network topologies, and does not completely deal with 
unknown network topology. It does not mean that the algorithm is bad though, some algorithms 
cannot consider all of the uncertainties mentioned above. 
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One distributed algorithm which have become important in distributed systems and applications 
today is the distributed hash table (DHT) [21]. It is used by BitTorrent trackers [22] which is one 
of the main components in the BitTorrent protocol [23]. The bitTorrent protocol uses 
approximately 43% to 70% of all internet traffic as of February 2009 [24]. It is also used in a 
variety of different database applications, two examples are Apache Cassandra [25] and Riak 
[26]. This has given several different implementations of the distributed hash table [27]. The 
difference can often be seen in the type of consistency used for the DHT. This determines how/if 
the data is replicated over the cluster to guarantee that the data is available on all nodes. 

Both Apache Cassandra [28] and Riak [29] are considered eventually consistent [25] [30], Riak 
[29] does also implement a strong consistency model [31]. Consistency is an important term 
when dealing with data replication in a network. Eventually consistent is a term created by 
Werner Vogels [32]. It guarantees that if no new updates are made to an object, eventually all 
nodes will return the last updated value. This is based on that data inconsistency in a large scale 
cluster has to be tolerated. It improves both read and write performance under highly concurrent 
conditions and could otherwise make a part of the cluster unavailable even though the nodes are 
available if compared to the strong consistency model [32]. 

Strong consistency [32] on the other hand guarantees that after an object is updated all nodes in 
the cluster will return the updated value. As mentioned Riak [29] does implement strong 
consistency even though the eventually consistent model comes with many advantages as seen 
above. According to Basho [33] the creators of Riak there are scenarios where an eventually 
consistent model can reduce the user experience [31]. One such example is when dealing with 
user passwords. If a password is not treated fully atomic an old password during a password 
update may still be returned for a period of time before the cluster have replicated the data. 
Therefore the user cannot login with his new password for a period of time. 

Monotonic read consistency [34] is a client-centric consistency, it does not handle any specific 
replication to other servers. Instead it guarantees that if a node has seen a certain object it will 
not return any previous values of this object [32]. This type of consistency model is often 
combined with other consistency models, for instance eventually consistent [32].  

The selection of consistency model will not only change performance, but it can also increase a 
systems robustness. By replicating the data over the cluster makes every node (eventually) 
identical which results in no single point of failure [25]. This is dealing with the failure model 
attribute mentioned by Nancy Lunch [18]. The algorithm will tolerate a certain amount of 
hardware failures. 

It can be seen that when dealing with data which should be replicated in a distributed algorithm 
not only the uncertainties mentioned by Nancy Lunch [18] is important, but also the type of 
consistent model.  Some algorithms may even have to consider using several consistency models 
such as Riak [31] for different type of data. It all comes down to the problem addressed on what 
kind of solution(s) that should be used. 

There are of course several distributed algorithms which does not only consider data replication. 
A distributed bag of tasks for example is useful to spread the workload over a cluster. A bag of 
task is a collection of independent and identical tasks which can be executed in parallel or 
sequentially [35]. This type of algorithms face instead another problem, fairness [36]. Fairness 
means that the tasks should be treated equally [37]. No task should for instance be a victim of 
starvation (meaning that it would never execute). 
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The fairness algorithm can either run on a centralized server or be distributed. The centralized 
server has the advantages of being able to create a more optimal algorithm. It can also in some 
cases run faster than a distributed algorithm. A distributed first come first served can be up to 
eight times slower compared to a centralized LP-based algorithm [38]. The disadvantage of the 
centralized server is as before related to the failure model with reduced hardware failure 
tolerance. 

To solve how to enable servers to share player data with each other using a distributed algorithm 
some comparisons could be made. Since data is requested from a server the consistency models 
can be relevant and provide knowledge on how data is shared in a distributed database. The 
distributed bag of task problem show another important issue which is discussed, a centralized 
server algorithm versus a distributed algorithm. In some cases the distributed algorithm may not 
result in as optimal results, but is instead a tradeoff to gain extra hardware failure tolerance.  

The issues which a problem have to deal with can be seen to be closely related to the problem 
addressed. Either if it is dealing with data replication or distributing a workload evenly across a 
cluster it comes with issues which can be solved in a variety of different ways. Some solutions 
may try to address the failure model attribute and making a system more robust, while others 
can be more optimized for performance. There are not many solutions which can guarantee to be 
best in both, it is up to the requirements and demands for the system on what type of solution 
that should be used in the end.   
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2.1 PikkoServer 

PikkoServer [5] from MuchDifferent [17] is a distributed system for massive multiplayer online 
games which allows the creation of a distributed cluster from regular game servers. One of the 
main concepts of PikkoServer is the ability to dynamically move players between game servers to 
avoid overload [9].  

As mentioned in the introduction this has been made by treating the world similar to a telephone 
network. Every player is treated as a cellphone and each game server (cell server) is an antenna. 
What makes this different from a regular telephone network is that the antennas can move. The 
antennas (cell servers) move to distribute the cellphones (players) evenly across each other. 

This algorithm produces a pattern similar to the following image: 

 

Figure 1 Shows a PikkoServer cluster, how players are distributed between servers. 

In figure 1 the black dots represent masts/cell servers, the dotted lines represent the boundaries 
between the servers and their handling area while the grey dots represent players. PikkoServer is 
the main hub connecting all these cell servers (antennas) together as a centralized server. For 
instance handling the player handovers between servers. 

2.2 Related work 

There have been different research in how to solve the issue of distributing a MMOG virtual 
world. Two are looked into here and uses different techniques to solve both player distribution 
between the servers, and also finding nearby players from other servers.  

2.2.1 Dynamic load balancing using a quad tree 

A study made by Jungyoul Lim, et al. [39] proposes a way to create a distributed MMOG server 
architecture. The algorithm divides the virtual world into zones represented by a quad tree. 
When a zone (quad tree node) contains too many players, the tree subdivide itself to four new 
zones which other servers help to manage. This is handled by a centralized sever called World 
Server [39]. It handles the zone creation and server distribution. This can be compared to 
PikkoServer [9] which as well have a centralized server for its server distribution. 

To make it possible for players to see each other between servers a query is made on the quad 
tree for each player. Every node that intersect with a circle with the radius of the player’s 
visibility range should receive the player’s position.  This is visualized in figure 2. 
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Figure 2 displays the algorithm to find players from other servers. 

In figure 2 each box represent a node in the quad tree, gray boxes are the nodes which player 
information should be requested from. The white dot in the middle represent a single player 
connected to a server and the white-gray circle around represent the players visibility range. 

Finding nearby servers using the method described and shown in figure 2 results in a range 
query being conducted on the quad tree [40]. The report does not provide any results of a worst 
case scenario, where all players in the world are located inside the visibility range. This would 
result in every server needing to receive information about every player in the virtual world. Also 
the use of a centralized server creates a single point of failure which would make the entire 
cluster inoperable if this specific server has a hardware failure. 

The algorithm was applied to a released game “Elma” which shows that the algorithm works in 
real-life scenarios. The algorithm does provide a certain degree of hardware failure tolerance 
compared to a single server world. If one zone server crashes it is still possible for the virtual 
world to recover. Even though it is a good solution the single point of failure should be removed 
and also its worst case scenario of server to server communication. 

2.2.2 Gendu Middleware 

Gendu Middleware [41] is a middleware product to help create distributed MMOG. The 
implementation of Gendu is described in Multi-Server MMO Middleware: Unlocked by 
Christopher McKnight et al [41]. The system divides the world into a grid, where each server 
controls a predefined static square area of the grid. This server holds exclusive right in this area 
which means that no other server can control the players inside it. 

To solve server-to-server communication and allow players to see each other between servers, a 
boundary region is created between neighboring servers in the grid. Everything that is happening 
in these boundary regions are shared between the two neighboring servers. When the player 
moves further into the boundary region a server change will happen for the player to the server 
controlling the new area. 

This solution will provide better results than a single server if the players are uniformly 
distributed across the player world rather than being clustered at a single location. It does suffer 
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though with the worst case of every player being located inside the same server handling area. 
This will equal the same performance of a single server solution. The addition of servers will not 
provide a much better hardware failure tolerance as well since if one server crashes this zone in 
the world will be inoperable. The main advantage of this solution is that it is easy to implement 
which also could make it potentially easier to maintain than other more abstract solutions. 

 

2.3 Convex polygons versus concave polygons 

This project uses polygons to simplify the players connected to a cell server by approximating 
them as a polygon. The points can either be approximated as a convex polygon or a concave 
polygon. 

 

Figure 3 Concave polygon on the left, convex polygon on the right 

In figure 3 two polygons from the same set of points can be seen. The concave polygon, left 
polygon in figure 3 uses less area to define its approximation. This is useful to minimize the 
amount of wrong collisions between polygons. “A concave hull can more precisely capture the 
geometric boundary of a dataset than a convex hull.” Is also reasoned by Jin-Seo Park and Se-
Jong Oh [42]. Which is useful to create a more appropriate approximation of the area of set of 
points. 

Convex polygons (left image of figure 3) have had more research in collision finding though. For 
instance the separating axis theorem (SAT) [43]. This does not work on concave polygons and 
would give false positives. 
Research have been made for collision tests between concave polygons but often result in 
algorithms with exponential computation time [44]. 

Concave polygons therefore have an advantage of being a better geometric approximation of a 
set, while convex polygons can, with algorithms known today, have better performance in 
collision testing. Based on the implementation and need both can be useful. But one main goal in 
this thesis is to find the most appropriate players a cell server should request to have information 
about. Reducing false positives in collision between polygons can then remove some unnecessary 
requests and network traffic. 

Based on that a concave polygon can help reduce false positives in collisions between polygons it 
is the chosen method used in this thesis. 

2.4 Concave polygon/hull creation algorithms 

There are several algorithms today to find a concave hull/polygon from a set of points. A k-
nearest neighbor approach was suggested by Adriano Moreira and Maribel Yasmina Santos [45]. 
While this algorithm nearly computes the polygon in linear time, it cannot easily change its 
resolution. Meaning the number of boundary points which make up the polygon. Depending on 
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the shape of the set it can result in a worst case of all points in the set being a boundary point. 
This would give the same result as sending all players without creating a polygon. 

Swing Arm algorithm by Galton and Duckham [46], it as well have an issue that the polygon 
resolution can vary and give the same worst case as k-nearest neighbor approach. This 
algorithm can create several seprate hulls/polygons from a single set of points. This can be an 
advantage to reduce the approximation area of the set. 

One key element in approximating points to a polygon for this thesis is that the number of points 
that is needed to be sent should always be smaller than the number of points in the set, also the 
resolution/number of points should be able to be set by the programmer to have greater control 
over the amount of bandwidth that is sent over the network. 

In the search for such an algorithm that computes fast and give control over the number of 
points in the polygon none where found which would give reasonable results. Therefore in this 
thesis a new type of algorithm is proposed to create a concave polygon that works in near linear 
time and gives control over the resolution/number of points in the polygon. 

2.5 Distributed algorithm versus centralized server 
Initially the first algorithm developed for this thesis worked on a centralized server. Since the 
algorithm aimed to build upon the research made by MuchDifferent with PikkoServer this 
seemed like an appropriate approach since it as well uses a centralized server [9].  

The centralized server receives information of all the players in the world. Since every player is 
available in memory on a centralized server it enables fast lookups for different type of player 
data which makes the algorithm easy to implement and form after certain specific player 
parameters. 

But it also comes with the negative effect of having a single point of failure with a centralized 
server. Also the scaling of the cluster is in direct correlation with the performance of the 
centralized server. 

While the initial algorithm worked well by being able to perform accurate range checks between 
players and servers it revealed the negative parts of a centralized server. 
The scaling became linear depending on the number of players and cell servers. 

𝑂(𝑁 ∗ 𝑐), 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑁 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠  

 While this would work for smaller game worlds, it does not work for larger worlds with 
thousands of players. Even though calculating the nearby players of one server took five 
milliseconds, the total amount of time for the algorithm could become half a second for a world 
with ten thousand players. 

The number of updates with ten thousand players would only be two per second and decreasing 
as the number of players grow. With this knowledge the new algorithm had the following goals: 

 Distributed over the cluster, removing a single point of failure. 

 Calculations should be evenly distributed, using the clusters computing power. 

 Have a minimal impact on the network bandwidth. 
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3. Methodology, methods and conceptual model 
In this chapter the different methodologies and methods used to research the algorithm is 

explained, also the conceptual model which was created to see the possible advantages and 
disadvantages of moving a centralized algorithm to a peer to peer non-centralized algorithm with 
regards to network traffic. 

3.1 Research Strategy/ Design 

There are many research strategies which could be applied to a thesis or a research, the ones 
described here are the ones that are more suitable for a quantitative research [47]: Experimental 
research strategy, Ex post facto research, surveys (cross-sectional and longitudinal) and case 
study. 

Experimental research strategy [47], It concerns all factors that may affect the result of an 
experiment. Similar to experimental research it provides relationships between variables. It 
often result in enormous amount of raw data, with statistical analysis of the result. 

Ex post facto research [47] [48], means after-the-fact research, where the investigation starts 
after the actual fact has happened. Often used in social research since it is not acceptable to 
manipulate a human to create a certain occurrence. The method can also be used in quantitative 
research as well, and is similar to experimental research strategy in that case, the difference is 
that it does not change variables. A typical scenario can be infections on a patient [49], the 
doctor cannot enforce/manipulate the patient to get the infection to observe how the infection 
works, it would be highly unethical. Instead research on the infection can only be done after the 
fact that the patient is infected. 

Surveys [47], a descriptive research method, and examines relationships between variables [50], 
and describe phenomenon that are not directly observed. Cross-sectional surveys capture the 
data at a single point of time, while the longitudinal captures the data over a period of time. 

Case study [51] [47], is an in-depth examination of a subject/scenario/phenomenon. The case 
study involves empirical investigations of the certain phenomenon using multiple sources of 
evidence.  Case studies can be both used with quantitative research and qualitative research, or 
a mix of both. 

This thesis uses a case study as its research strategy. The algorithm which is to be developed is 
specifically designed in mind for PikkoServer by MuchDifferent. Even though the algorithm may 
work in other cases, the performance analysis and results will be regarding its possibility to be 
used in a similar product as PikkoServer. 

3.2 Data Collection 

There are many different methods to collect data for the end results, some of these are: 
Experiments, Questionnaire, case study, observations, interview and language and text. 

 Experiments [47], a very large data set is collected for variables.  

 Questionnaire [47], collect data based on questions. It can either result in a qualitative 
research or a quantitative research depending on if the questions are closed or not. 

 Case study [47], Used with the case study research method, it does an in-depth analysis 
for a small number of participants. 
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 Observations [47], Bases the data collection on observations, the focus is on situations 
and culture. 

 Interviews [47], Data collecting with interviews give a deep understanding of the 
problem and gives a better understanding on how the participants perceive things. 

 Language and text [47], Used to understand conversations and the meanings of a text or 
document. 

Since a case study research strategy is used a case study data collection method is used as well. 
It allows the collected data to reflect the performance of the algorithm more in its actual use case. 
A well-executed experiment would possibly have to consider the usage of completely different 
scenarios than those that can be possible in PikkoServer.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

Depending on the type of research, and data that has been collected different type of data 
analysis methods need to be used, some methods are: statistics, computational mathematics, 
coding, analytic induction. 

 Statistics [52], the usage of statistical models and tools to analyze the data, for instance 
the general linear model [53]. 

 Computational mathematics [47], Used when calculating numerical methods, modelling 
and simulations. It emphasizes on algorithms, numerical methods and symbolic 
methods. 

 Coding [54] [47], takes interviews or observations and converts them to a quantitative 
format. This allows the usage of statistics to analyze the data. 

 Analytic induction [47], an iterative method which switches between the data collection 
and the analysis. It continues to iterate until no case dismisses the hypothesis. 

The data analysis methods that is used in this thesis is computational mathematics. This was 
chosen since the data collected will be number based and scenarios such as performance analysis 
of the algorithm needs to be evaluated with a time complexity function. 
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3.4 Conceptual model, network traffic 

The algorithm described in this thesis is based on the model described here. One of the main 
goals is to remove the need of a centralized server. By having all servers connected to each other 
in a peer to peer fashion could enable the removal of the centralized server. 

One main issue is how the network bandwidth is affected by this change. The centralized server 
receives data from every cell server in the cluster which gives the following formula: 

𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 

 
n is the number of players connected to each cell server, b is the number of bytes needed to be 
sent for each player and c is the number of cell servers in the cluster. A peer to peer network 
where each server send its data to every other server in the network would have the following 
formula: 

(𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐) ∗ 𝑐 = 𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐2 = 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 

The network data needed would therefor scale with quadratic growth in the cluster and each cell 
server would receive the same amount of data as the centralized server. To partially help reduce 
this issue a fourth variable must be inserted, k which is a simplification of the data that range 
from zero to one. 

𝑘: [0,1] 
𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ (𝑐 − 1) ∗ 𝑘 = 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 
2 ∗ (𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ (𝑐 − 1) ∗ 𝑘) = 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡 

𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑘 = 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 

 

To reduce the traffic for an individual server in the cluster against the centralized server k must 
be less than one. Bellow it can be seen what is needed to reduce the total amount of traffic in the 
cluster to the same amount as a centralized server: 

𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐2 ∗ 𝑘 = 𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐 

𝑐 ∗ 𝑘 = 1 

𝑘 =
1

𝑐
 

The requirement of the data simplification k can be seen to scale linearly with the number of cell 
servers in the network. In a cluster with ten cell servers the simplification of the data sent must 
be 10% of the original data sent to the centralized server, while with one hundred servers the 
simplification must be at 1%. This problem can be helped to a certain degree with reducing the 
send rate to servers with their players far away from the current cell server. 

𝑠: [0,1], 𝑑: [1, 𝑐] 

(𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑏) ∗ 𝑑 + (𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑠1) ∗ 𝑑 + (𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑠2) ∗ 𝑑 + ⋯ 

Where d is a variable on how many servers are included in the different send groups, for instance 
if its value is 5, the five closest servers will receive the data in full send rate, while the next closest 

five are sent with the send rate of 𝑠1. 
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If all the servers are divided into two groups the solution for the simplification constant k would 
look like this: 

𝑐 ∗ ((𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑏) ∗ 𝑑 + (𝑛 ∗ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑠1) ∗ 𝑑) = 𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 𝑐 

𝑘 ∗ 𝑑 + 𝑘 ∗ 𝑠1 ∗ 𝑑 = 1 = [𝑑 →
𝑐

2
, 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦] 

𝑘 ∗
𝑐

2
+ 𝑘 ∗ 𝑠1 ∗

𝑐

2
= 1 → 𝑘 =

2

𝑐(1 + 𝑠1)
 

 

Now k scales both depending on c and 𝑠1 while c is still the major influence additional send rate 
groups can help reduce the network data in the cluster. d does not need to split the servers 
equally as well which can help reduce the traffic even further. 

If the cell servers are split equally between the groups the following formula is created for k. 

𝑘 =
𝐺

𝑐
+ ∑

𝐺

𝑐 ∗ 𝑠𝑖

𝐺

1

, 𝐺 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝𝑠 

This does not remove the fact that the clusters network traffic scales quadratic with the number 
of additional cell servers, but it can help reduce the network traffic to more reasonable levels for 
a large cluster and not force a very heavy simplification on the data. As a conclusion it remains 
difficult to reduce the network traffic in a p2p network to be the same in a network cluster with a 
centralized server. 

For a cluster with one hundred servers and three send rate levels which decrease by dividing by 
two and simplification 0.1 the following can be seen if network data is compared to a centralized 
server: 

𝑛 ∗ 𝑏 ∗ 100 = 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 

𝐴 = 2(𝑛 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 𝑏 ∗
100

3
+ 𝑛 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 𝑏 ∗

1

2
∗

100

3
+ 𝑛 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 𝑏 ∗

1

4
∗

100

3
) = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑝2𝑝 

𝐴

2
∗ 𝑐 = 𝑤ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑖𝑛 𝑝2𝑝 

With some values, for instance n = 100, b=20 it results with the following values: 

100 ∗ 20 ∗ 100 = 200000 

2 ∗ (100 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 20 ∗
100

3
+ 100 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 20 ∗

1

2
∗

100

3
+ 100 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 20 ∗

1

4
∗

100

3
) = 23334 

23334

2
∗ 100 = 1166700 

From this it can be seen that the total data of the cluster with a p2p network could be almost six 
times as large then a network with a centralized server, even with three send rate groups. But 
every individual server only receives around 12% of the data compared to a centralized server. 
While the cluster sends more data, no single server in the cluster is a bottleneck which receives 
the main amount of data. 

This is the main idea of the model, to even out the network traffic from one single server, to the 
whole cluster and reduce the massive flow of data to a single point. 
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4. Development 
A non-centralized distributed algorithm is developed for MuchDifferent’s product PikkoServer. 
The algorithm should locate nearby servers based on the players’ position connected to the 
server and the other servers’ players. Initially there were a couple of demands and requests from 
MuchDifferent that the product should meet. 

1. It should be developed in the C# programming language. 

2. It is preferable if the algorithm runs on the centralized server of PikkoServer. 

3. The algorithm should locate nearby servers for every server based on their players’ 
positions which should share player information with each other. 

4. The algorithm should avoid the worst-case of having every server interested by each 
other, similar to the worst case mentioned for the algorithm described in 2.2.1. 

5. A KD-tree was already used in PikkoServer and was suggested to be used for this 
algorithm as well. 

6. Preferred if the algorithm allows the servers to have mutual information about each 
other. 

7. The algorithm should be as fast as possible, making it possible for real-time games. 

These requirements resulted in an initial algorithm which aimed to meet up with all of these 
demands. 

4.1 First algorithm, centralized server 
The initial algorithm developed works on the centralized server with access to all of the players’ 
positions. It locates nearby servers by finding the closest neighboring players located on other 
servers and thus find the closest servers. The development process for this algorithm followed an 
agile working process. Several small sprint goals were constructed for both research and 
development. These included: 

1. Construct a design model to work after, what type of information needs to be shared?  
How should the information be collected? 

2. Research different data structures which allows fast distance based queries and nearest 
neighbor algorithms. What are their advantages and disadvantages? 

3. Construct a simulation of the model which simulates a desired number of servers and 
locates which servers they should communicate with. 

4. Investigate the results from the simulation. 

Some initial goals where set up for the model that it should be preferred to meet. 

1. Any player should be able to see the N desired closest players to him. 

2. Those players should also be able to see that specific player, allowing the mutual 
visibility. 

3. A desired amount on how many external players that should be sent to a server should be 
able to be set. 
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To meet the first goal it means that the data structure used need to have the possibility of doing 
fast nearest-neighbor algorithms. The second goal need communication between the server 
objects. A player seeing a player from another server, needs to share his information with that 
server as well to allow the players on that server to see him, giving the mutual visibility. The third 
goal was planned to be met by allowing a server to request a maximum amount of players from 
other servers. This initially resulted in a plan of two different passes which would solve this 
problem. 

1. For every player, find N amount of closest neighbors from other servers to him. Store that 
information as players that should be requested. 

2. Share that information with other servers, the players that saw one of their players should 
be visible for their players as well. 

While this initially sounded good, one problem came up: the mutual visibility problem is a 
problem that has to converge. Below are images and explanation on the issue: 

 

Figure 4 Show the initial data of the issue, players located on server A to the left, players from server B to the right. 

In figure 4 the initial result from the nearest neighbor algorithm is shown. Player 1 located on 
server A (A,1) locates the player B,1 from server B. 

 

Figure 5 show next step when player information has been shared between servers, dotted gray line show players visible on 

server B, dotted black line, players visible on server A. 

Figure 5 show the next step when server A share its finding with server B and they include each 
other and share information. The dotted lines show what players are included and shown on 
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each server, gray for server B and black for server A. Already here the problem is visible that if 
player A,1 is inside player B,2’s visibility range, B,2 will be able to interact with player A,1 without 
A,1 noticing. The same applies to player A,2 and B,1. 

 

Figure 6 shows the issue on players being able to see other players without their knowledge. Player (A,1) is visible for player (B,2) 
but he cannot see player (B,2= himself since (B,2)’s information is not shared with server A. 

In figure 6 it can be seen what was mentioned above. A,2 and B,2 have visuals on players that 
have no way to react or knowledge that they are being seen by another player from that server. 
This can be solved by iterating again and see if any other player can locate the found player. 
Afterwards the information is shared between the servers again. This can result in new players 
though that also have the same issue. Therefor this has to be done until the problem converges 
and the number of new added players is equal to zero. 

Another solution to this problem is to give visual to all players in a found server that is inside its 
own player’s visibility range. This will result in a faster calculation, but may result in additional 
players being included that may not have been included from the converging method. 

The solution chosen here was the former. This was chosen mostly based on performance, also of 
the way PikkoServer cluster players together on the same server it could very well result in every 
player from both servers being included in the end anyway. 

Realizing this issue the design model changed a bit. Instead of focusing on finding particular 
players in the first pass, it instead focuses on finding servers for a specific server which are 
interesting. When every server has found X amount of servers, everyone share their findings with 
each other. This makes it so that every server now know which servers have information about it. 

As the final step every player from those external servers are checked if they are in a visual range 
of a player in the current server being processed. All those players that are in a visual range are 
included as an interesting player. These steps should then produce a list for all servers on what 
players are relevant for every specific server. 

4.1.1 Data structure research 

There was three different data structures that were researched, a KD-tree [55], quad tree [56] 
and a grid. The data structures were evaluated based on their abilities to update and perform a 
nearest neighbor algorithm quickly. 
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The grid was discarded as a possible solution even though it allows the fastest way to update. 
What was its main disadvantage was that to perform a nearest neighbor algorithm it may result 
in a complexity of 𝑂(𝑛2) if every player are located inside of the same grid cell. To minimize this 

every cell would need to implement a second data structure such as a KD-tree or a quad tree to 
minimize the worst case scenario.  

The decision between a KD-tree and a quad tree was much harder. The quad tree have 
advantages of being cheap to update compared to a KD-tree which often could require an entire 
rebuild to keep its completely balanced tree. Both data structures have fast algorithms to find the 
nearest neighbor with an average complexity of log𝑛. What differs them though is that the worst 
case complexity of a quad tree is 𝑂(𝑛), while the KD-tree still have 𝑂(log 𝑛) because of its 

completely balanced tree. 

During the research it was investigated what was most costly and requires the fastest 
computation time. It showed that the computation time to construct a whole KD-tree with ten 
thousand points took 15 milliseconds of computation time. This can be compared to the k-
nearest-neighbor algorithm which found the five closest players to ever player in the world. This 
computation took 384 milliseconds when parallelized on four cores using a KD-tree. The 
computation intensive point can then be seen to be the actual k-nearest-neighbor algorithm. 
Based on this the KD-tree was chosen because of its ability of always being balanced. 

4.1.2 Model implementation 

First in the model implementation the different type of objects where identified and represented 
by classes. Their relation can be seen in the graph below. 

 

This graph show how the different classes reference to each other. The simulation class is the one 
that is doing the actual algorithm while the KD-tree class handles the k-nearest-neighbor 
algorithm. Afterwards following the model the actual different steps was implemented. First 
every server runs a k-nearest-neighbor for each of its players. For every found external player its 
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server is collected and added to the running server as a found server. Since every server is run 
individually this was possible to parallelize without the use of locks.  

The next step was to implement the extension of data. Here every server is iterated and insert 
itself as a found server for each of its own found servers. This enables that every server have 
mutual information about each other. This step did require the usage of locks to parallelize since 
several servers can insert themselves to the same server object. A lock was implemented for every 
server which is locked anytime a server need to add itself. 

The final step required to follow the model was then to find the relevant players from the found 
servers to include as visible for every specific server. This could easily turn into a 𝑂(𝑛2) problem 

where every player does a distance check against all other players from the found servers. To 
solve this and reduce the complexity a grid structure was implemented. 

Every server object creates a grid with a cell width of a player’s visibility range. Afterwards all 
players from the found servers are inserted into the grid. When this is done each player to the 
current server is iterated and locate its position in the grid. All the players in that cell are added 
to the interesting players list as well as all neighboring cells including the diagonal. This instead 

provides a complexity of 𝑂(𝑛) with a disadvantage of including some additional players than a 
solution which would compare every player to each other. 

 

Figure 7 Visualization of the grid. Dark grey boxes represent grid cells which player information will be collected to. The middle 
circle represent the current player’s visibility range. Dark grey circles represent players located on other servers.  

In figure 7 the grid can be seen, all players inside the gray boxes are included to the server as 
interesting players. This resembles the method described in 2.2.1 where the worst case scenario 
was that every single player is included. The difference is that this method is applied after a 
certain amount of servers are located. The algorithm can still have the same worst case scenario 
depending on how the players are distributed across the servers. If the players are distributed in 
such a way that every single server is found as a closest neighbor it will give the same result. It is 
therefore dependent on how the players are distributed over the servers. For example if the same 
distributing system is used as described in 2.2.1 it would result in nine neighboring servers in a 
two dimensional world with additional servers located further away based on parameters.  
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4.1.3 Evaluation 

After the algorithm was constructed it was evaluated in a critical way on what is negative and 
could be improved. Without even considering the computation time some serious matters was 
discovered. 
The algorithm is used in a distributed environment where several servers are connected to 
reduce the load on the virtual world, but the algorithm only operates on a single server. The 
cluster can then be limited by the performance of this single server with no additional 
performance by adding another server. 

The algorithm does not consider the failure model attribute mentioned in chapter 2. If the 
centralized server has a hardware failure the entire cluster will be inoperable and the virtual 
world will go offline. As seen in chapter 2 many distributed databases are distributed to gain 
additional tolerance against hardware failures. Based on these two points it was concluded that 
this algorithm was not fit for usage in a distributed cluster. The algorithm would provide an 
additional bottleneck to the cluster and reduce the horizontal scaling. The system would instead 
partially scale vertically based on the centralized servers performance. 

The conclusion is that a new algorithm had to be developed that solve these two problems. The 
algorithm should be distributed across the cluster to support horizontal scaling. Also no use of a 
centralized server to increase the tolerance for hardware failures. 

4.2 Distributed algorithm 
Since PikkoServer uses a centralized server an algorithm directly linked to their architecture was 
hard to achieve. Because of this a new framework is needed to be developed allowing the usage of 
distributed algorithms. The demands for this algorithm changed slightly compared to the 
previous algorithm. Requirement 2 and 5 was removed and the following requirements where 
added:  

1. The algorithm should be completely decentralized, operating on each cell server. 

2. The algorithm still considers the players being distributed over the servers in the same 
way as PikkoServer. 

This algorithm was also constructed with agile working in sprints with different steps. Before any 
goals could be made a model was designed to understand what was needed to be researched and 
developed. 

 Inspiration was found from peer to peer distributed hash tables (DHT). It is today a proven 
concept with products such as Google BigTable [57] and Apache Cassandra which is used by 
costumers such as Ebay, GitHub, Instagram and Netflix [28]. Allowing all servers to 
communicate with each other the usage of a centralized server could be completely removed and 
also grant an improved tolerance to hardware failure. Based on this it was concluded that the 
algorithm should be run in a peer to peer network. 

To see how the network traffic could change because of this decision the conceptual model in 3.4 
was made where the traffic of a centralized server is compared to how it would be in a peer to 
peer network. With this made sprint goals could be constructed to get a plan on how to research 
and implement the algorithm. 

1. Research in how a set of points can be approximated and reduced. 

2. Create a model on how the algorithm should operate. 
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3. Implement the model to enable simulations and result gatherings. 

4. Gather results and evaluate them. 

Following is a description on what was found and concluded during each goal. 

4.2.1 Research point approximation and research on a new concave polygon 

algorithm 

Early in the research, it was found that the creation of a convex/concave hull can be created to 
approximate the area of a set of points. The research quickly turned to the choice on what type of 
hull that should be used, either convex or concave. In 2.3 some advantages of the both are 
explained and also why the choice was made to use a concave hull/polygon. 

The issue did come though when investigating concave hull/polygon creation algorithms. No 
algorithm allowed the user to choose approximately how large the approximation should be 
(some algorithms are explained in 2.4). This was a key point in the conceptual model in 3.4 that 
the user of the algorithm should be able to set a desired approximation to limit the network 
traffic based on their game and cluster. The choice was either to try and create a new conceptual 
model or investigate further on if a new concave polygon creation algorithm could be created. 

By investigating how DHT databases solves this problem (which can be read in chapter 2) it was 
found that some use the concept called eventually consistent, where data is shared between 
servers eventually and does not happen directly in real time. In a virtual world where the 
position of the players are critical and changed frequently meaning this concept could not be 
used. A new algorithm for point approximation was there for researched. Some demands was set 
up for the algorithm: 

1. It should be computationally fast, preferred 𝑂(𝑛). 

2. A user should be able to set the desired boundary points in the polygon (resolution). 

3. The polygon should include all points in the set. 

Since no algorithm that was researched could provide point 2 the decision was made to create an 
algorithm not based on those methods. Inspiration came from ordinary hash tables. If every 
element in the array of the hash-table could represent a boundary point it would easy to get the 
desired amount of boundary points if the correct hash function was found. Since a hash function 
should return an integer the two or three dimensional coordinates had to be hashed to a single 
integer. This made the decision of getting the hash from the angle in regard to the center of the 
set. By using the center of the set every element in the hash table array would have the possibility 
to have points inside of them. The hash function is explained in 5.1.1. 

After this the points would then be partially sorted based on their angle around the center point. 
Since the polygon should be an approximation on the area of all points it was concluded that the 
points furthest away should represent boundary points. A small implementation of this concept 
was made and tested. 

The tests showed that the algorithm had a potential to approximate the set of points. But there 
was still scenarios where the algorithm left a large amount of points outside of the polygon, this 
can be read in 5.1.2. This led to a research on how this could be fixed. This unfortunately gave the 
conclusion that either the goal of complexity 𝑂(𝑛) had to be removed or that the polygon should 
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include exactly all points. It was seen that with a higher amount of boundary points the error 
reduced to not being seen. Based on this the concept of different layer of details was created. 

If different resolutions are sent to different servers the closer servers will receive a polygon with 
all points included but the servers located further away in the virtual world would receive a 
rough approximation. By keeping the fast computation time this could be made possible and also 
allow the usage of less network traffic. Based on this it was concluded that the goal of including 
every point was discarded. 

The error correction was still used but only with one single iteration to fix the absolute worst 
cases but still have a good computational time.  

4.2.2 Design 

With the conceptual model in chapter 3.4 being proven a design model was created on how the 
algorithm should work to enable servers to locate each other based on distance between their 
players. From the previous research the following demands was set up: 

1. Peer to peer communication 

2. The players should be approximated with a polygon. 

3. A desired amount of polygons from other servers should be locatable based on distance. 

4. Mutual information shared by servers. 

It was chosen to have every server send information to each other, this results in a completely 
flat hierarchy and non-centralized. When all servers receive polygons from each other they still 
need some way of locating the closest servers though. 

It was concluded that if two polygons intersect with each other there is no way of knowing how 
close their players are located to each other. Two intersecting servers should therefore share 
information with each other. After that research was made on how to best calculate the distance 
between two polygons. Unfortunately it was found that there was no good method for concave 
polygons. The best method found (Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi algorithm) needs the polygon to be 
converted into convex hulls. A simple algorithm was instead chosen based on linear algebra and 
to compare every line segment in the polygons to find the shortest distance. 

Based on this the algorithm should be able to locate close by servers which would solve point 3. 
From the previous algorithm implemented (4.1) the issue of mutual information was found. The 
problem had to be solved using a similar method. It was concluded that when a server want 
player information from a certain server it should directly start to send its own information as 
well. This makes it so that both have player information about each other. But the problem still 
remained on how to not send every single player from the server. This was set as an optional goal 
based on time. 

Bringing all together resulted in the following flow scheme: 
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The scheme does not include the sending of actual players and was not fully considered in the 
report since it is a complex problem itself on how to properly reduce the amount of packets and 
traffic. 

4.2.3 Implementation 

The implementation process started with the implementation of a communication method for 
the different servers. The UDP protocol was chosen based on that the polygon information sent is 
only usable in real-time. But some of the information had to be reliably transmitted. A simple 
implementation of a sliding window [58] was made to allow lost packets to be resent and 
received. 

After the implementation of a reliable transmission protocol, a map of the classes needed was 
created. 
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In the map above the simulation class is the main class which runs the simulation of a server. It 
can contain N amount of players which have a position defined by a Vector3. The simulation 
class contain a reference to N amount of CellServer objects where each represent another cell 
server in the cluster. Each CellServer object also have a polygon object which is received from the 
NetworkManager which is used for checking for collisions and finding the closest servers. 

Since the polygon creation algorithm was already implemented during the research the next step 
to implement was chosen from the flow scheme in the design model, send and receive polygons. 
Since the polygon was created as a circle it was chosen to send the boundary points in that same 
order. The polygon could then be recreated easily on the other server since they are sent in order 
and no additional information on what points are connected to who are needed. 

After the polygons could be sent between all servers the next step in the flow scheme started to 
be implemented, Find nearby servers. From the concluded points in the design model, code to 
find colliding polygons was constructed followed by finding servers based on distance. Tests were 
run to see if the algorithm behaved correctly. A graphical interface was also implemented to 
show the virtual world to easily recognize problems. The graphical interface showed issues such 
as disconnected servers not being removed from the simulation. Those issues where solved 
before moving on the next step. 

Lastly the actual request was implemented to request servers to start sending data. During this it 
showed that servers should also be able to request that data transfer should be stopped otherwise 
no server could end a connection with another server. This resulted in the solution of using two 
hash-sets as shown in headline 5 to create a list of servers to request data from and also a list of 
servers to request that they stop sending data. 

When the flow scheme from the design model was implemented three extra messages was 
implemented: a connection message, server list message and an existence message. This was 
made to allow an easy way to connect to the cluster. By sending a connection message to a server 
in the cluster, that server will send a list of all servers currently connected to him. By sending an 
existence message to all those servers in the list they are notified that the server is now included 
in the cluster. This was made to allow easier testing of multiple different servers. 
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5. Algorithm 
The proposed algorithms main goal is to remove the need for a centralized server for distributed 
game servers while being able to find nearby servers to share player information with. To do this 
several challenges needed to be solved based on the conceptual model in chapter 3.4 and the 
requirements of the algorithm explained in chapter 4: 

 Cluster knowledge, each server need knowledge of the cluster and its topology. 

 Minimal bandwidth overhead, communication between servers should be minimal 
to minimize the needed bandwidth growth of a growing cluster. 

 Local server algorithms, each server need to be able to calculate on their own which 
players are of interest to them from other cell servers. 

 Peer to peer, no major impact on the cluster if one cell disconnects. 

Cluster knowledge, minimal bandwidth and peer to peer can’t work together if each server has 
to send every player out to the cluster. As mentioned in 3.4 this would lead to every cell server 
having the same amount of network traffic as the centralized server before, therefor an 
approximation of a cell server and its players is required. The approximation used is a 
polygon(2D)/mesh(3D) that is sent over the network, which represent the players in the world 
and the area they are spread over. By lowering the amount of data needed to transfer it can then 
be possible to get a full total cluster knowledge by sending out its data to all other cell servers. 
Therefor getting knowledge of all other servers and the area their players are located in. This also 
works for the goal of having a peer to peer network that all servers communicate with each other. 

When all servers have knowledge of each other it is then possible to create a local algorithm 
where a cell server can find what servers are interesting for itself and its players to communicate 
with. 

5.1 Mesh approximation 
The approximation of a cell servers players are made by creating a polygon(2D)/mesh(3D). This 
thesis proposes a new way of constructing concave polygon approximations. The main goal of 
this concave polygon algorithm is to allow a specific number of boundary points (called polygon 
resolution in the report) that it shall contain. This makes the required network traffic needed to 
send the polygon more deterministic. It works in two phases which together create an 
approximate concave polygon with desired number of points. 

5.1.1 Phase one, hull creation 

In the first phase a rough hull is created which is the first approximation of the set of points. It 
does so in the following way: 

1. Find the middle center of all points. 

2. Take one point out of the set. 

2.1. Convert its position to circular coordinates in respect to the center point. 

2.2. Based on the desired resolution of the polygon, insert the point in a vector element. 

3. Let every point furthest away in each vector element from the center be a vertex point. 
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Illustrated bellow for 12 points with a polygon resolution of 8 points: 

 

 

Figure 8 Shows the different steps of phase one in mesh creation. First all points are divided up into cells. After the most outward 

points are used to construct a concave hull. 

In the left of figure 8 the initial points can be seen, in the middle image the points have been 
placed into a fixed angle interval based on the desired polygon resolution. To the furthest right 
each point located furthest away from the center point of all points in each fixed angle interva l is 
chosen as a boundary point. 

Inserting points into a fixed angle interval can be implemented similar to a hash-table. The hash 
calculation used in this implementation was the following: 

𝑑 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 − 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 

𝜑 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑥, 𝑦) 
𝜑 < 0: 𝜑 ∶= 𝜑 + 2𝜋 

ℎ = ⌊
𝜑

2𝜋
∗ 𝑠⌋ , 𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 ℎ𝑎𝑠ℎ 

This hash function will return a value between zero and the highest desired resolution. By 
placing each point into the table with this hash and resolution set to eight it will result in a 
similar hash-table as seen in the right image of figure 9. 

 

Figure 9 Illustrates the hash-table constructed for the polygon in figure 2. 

Each vector element in the hash table, 1, 2, 3, 4… containing zero or more points as seen in figure 
2 will be called a table row in the rest of the thesis. To find the furthest point from the center in 
each table row can be calculated during point insertion by adding a pointer variable for each 
table row which points to the current furthest away point. Doing this will result in a polygon 
similar to what is seen in figure 9. These steps have then created the initial hull. 
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5.1.2 Phase 2, error correction 

The initial hull creation can result in a fairly accurate approximation but there are scenarios 
where multiple points are located outside the polygon. This is most visible in the lower 
resolutions (6-10). Since a lower resolution results in smaller network bandwidth of the 
algorithm, this has to be resolved. 

 

Figure 10 Visualize an error which can come from the first pass (hull creation). 

In figure 10 a possible error is visualized where three points are located outside the polygon. This 
happens most frequently when multiple points in one table row are located in the outer bounds 
of the circle, while one of its neighbor row, have its points located near the center of the circle. 
The solution to this problem can either be by adding more points to the polygon, or moving the 
existing points to include the whole set. 

The solution proposed adds more points instead of moving existing points. This was chosen to 
try and keep the polygons area as small as possible, to have a better approximation. This is 
demand specific though, if a smaller network bandwidth is more important than area 
approximation, moving points should be the used solution. 

The algorithm adds more points by following these steps: 

1. Locate points in each table row which are located outside the polygon. 

2. Find the point in each row which is located furthest away from one of its lines. 

3. Insert a new polygon point on that found point. 

5.1.2.1 Find points located outside of the polygon 
To find out if a point is located outside of the polygon, first two lines are created for each table 
row. One line connected to each of its neighbors. If the point of origin of each line is created 
clockwise it is possible to check if a point is left of a line to find if it is located outside the polygon. 
This is possible since all points in a table row only need to check against two lines, and it is 
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known that one edge of each lines are located outside of the table rows boundaries. This is 
illustrated in figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11 shows line creation, line point of origin in a clockwise order. The boundary lines which are furthest left and right is the 
boundaries to the other table rows next to this one. 

To check if a point is located on either the left or right side of a line can be done by creating two 
vectors. One from the line point of origin to its end point, and one from the line point of origin to 
the point to test. The actual test can be done by looking at the determinant of these two vectors. 

𝑃 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛, 𝐵 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑒𝑛𝑑, 𝑇 = 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡. 

𝑣1 = 𝐵 − 𝑃 

𝑣2 = 𝑇 − 𝑃 

|
𝑣1. 𝑥 𝑣2. 𝑥
𝑣1. 𝑦 𝑣2. 𝑦

| = 𝑧 

 

If 𝑧 is smaller than zero, then the point is on the left side of the line, thus meaning that the point 
is located outside of the polygon. To know which line to test against a third line is created, in 
figure 11 this is called the divider line. By testing if a point is left or right against this line, it is 
possible to know which line should be tested against. 

5.1.2.2 Find the furthest point from one line 
Depending on which line a point is found outside of, its distance from that line should be 
calculated. The furthest point in front of each line is chosen since it allows the extension of the 
polygon to cover as much area as possible, thus possibly including other points as well. 

The distance is calculated by locating if a point on the line segment is orthogonal to the testing 
point, then calculating the distance of the normal of the line segment to the point. Otherwise 
using the endpoints of the line segment to calculate the distance. 
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Figure 12 Show distance calculation for points located differently against a line. 

Every point that is located outside a specific line has its distance calculated, and the furthest 
away point can then be found and inserted into the polygon. 

 

5.1.2.3 Point insertion 

The last step to extend the polygon is to insert the actual 
found points. By remembering on which side of the divider 
line a point was found, a new point should be inserted 
between the neighboring vector point and the vector point in 
the current table row. 

This minimizes the possibility of lines crossing in the 
polygon. If several extension iterations is wanted (in this 
report only one iteration was used to minimize the amount 
of extra added points) the points that where located outside 
must be checked if they are located on the left side of the 
newly added points divider line. This enables multiple 
iterations and finding more points that are still located 
outside of the polygon. Figure 13 is a result on how the 
extension changes the polygon seen in figure 10. 

 

5.1.3 Clean up 

The last required step in the polygon creation is to clean up the result of the algorithm. 
In the examples used there have been points in every table row, in the case of a missing point 
there will instead be one or multiple lines going to the center of the polygon, adding unnecessary 
points to send. Therefor the last step is to remove all the table rows which does not have any 
points in them, possibly reducing the amount of points needed for transmission over network. 

 
 

5.2 Mesh transmission 

When all servers have created a polygon, it needs to be transmitted to all other servers. 
The data needed to transmit the polygon is the center point, and all vertex points that make up 
each polygon. The center point is optional but gives the opportunity to scale the polygon to 
extrapolate player movement. This can be useful if the data is sent unreliably, then a missing 
packet can be handled by extrapolating the polygon instead and still get an approximation of 
where the cell server players are located. 

 
Figure 13, shows the result of the error 
correction from figure 10. 
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The data can either be sent reliably or unreliably, the implementation made for this report uses 
an unreliable method with UDP. Since in real-time games, only the actual position in the current 
time matters, and not what happened half a second ago. 

This is one of the main advantages of the polygonization, that it is possible to send unreliably and 
still being able to approximate player positions in case of a packet loss, therefore allowing the 
fast pace of real-time games such as first person shooters. 

5.2.1 Transmission optimizations 

Every cell server now knows about each other and its center position, this gives optimization 
possibilities to send a lower resolution mesh to the cell servers that are located further away than 
others. If each server generate several different resolution meshes/polygons, and based on 
distance send the different resolutions. If a high resolution is desirable for collisions tests this 
can help decrease the network traffic needed in the cluster. 

5.3 Local server algorithm, choosing interesting servers 
With the steps mentioned above in 5.1 and 5.2 all cell servers now have knowledge of the other 
servers and the area where their players are located. Each server runs the following algorithm, 
making the workload distributed and no communication is needed between the servers during 
the calculation. 

The algorithm is built on two passes to select interesting servers which it will request player 
information from. 

1. Collision test, if two polygons/meshes collide, then their players have the possibility of 
being next to each other and if two polygons collide, these severs must have 
communication between them.  

2. Range check, a range check is made between the polygons finding which polygons are 
closest to the local server which are running the algorithm. This pass adds servers as 
interesting until the maximum allowed interesting server threshold is met. 

5.3.1 Collision test 

To make a collision check between two 
polygons all of their edges are checked 
against each other for line segment 
intersection. Depending on the resolution 
of the polygons this can be quite 
computation expensive. Therefore as an 
initial optimization each polygon have an 
axis aligned bounding box. The bounding 
boxes contain the whole polygon, if the 
bounding boxes does not collide, it is not 
possible for the polygons to collide. 

If the bounding boxes collide it is possible 
that the polygons can collide. To find if 
two line segments intersect first the point of intersection is calculated.  The point of intersection 
must be located inside the designated line segment on both lines for an actual collision to have 
happened, otherwise it is discarded. When two polygons intersect, the cell server which the 
collided polygon belongs to is immediately added as an interesting server. 

 
Figure16 Show collision between two polygons and their bounding boxes 
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5.3.2 Range check/Distance calculation 

Making a range check between polygons is the most computation intensive operation in the 
algorithm. The complexity for this pass is:  

𝑛2 ∗ 𝑐, 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑛 𝑎 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑛,𝑐 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡  

Therefore the optimizations mentioned in transmission optimization (5.2.1) is helpful to reduce 
the number of edges to test against. The range check calculate the distance of each edge of the 
servers own polygon against the other servers polygon edges. The minimum distance found 
between the edges are then saved as the closest point of interaction between their respective 
players.  

When the minimum distance has been calculated against each cell server, N servers with the 
smallest distance are selected to be included as interesting servers. N can be set depending on 
requirement and implementation to limit the amount of found servers. Also a max distance can 
be used where even though N has not been reached, a server outside the max distance is 
discarded, and this can help reduce traffic for unimportant data. 

Both these passes have then generated a list of servers which have information relevant to its 
own players. Each server in this list is then sent a request of starting to receive its player data, the 
server also start to send its own player data to those servers. Thus making sure that both servers 
have information about their respective players and having mutual information from each other. 

5.4 Next steps 
The algorithm can be developed further with additions and optimizations. A possible 
optimization to both the collision test and range check/distance calculation would be to divide 
the concave polygon into several convex polygons. This would allow the usage of algorithms like 
Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi algorithm [59], which can calculate the distance between convex 
polygons in linear time [60]. While the current algorithm used have a theoretical complexity of 
𝑂(𝑛2) 

5.4.1 Three dimensional space 

So far only two dimensional space is discussed, in the 
tests in this thesis only two dimensional tests have 
been conducted as well. But there are two suggested 
methods to use this method in a three dimensional 
space. First it is possible to add a floor and a ceiling to 
the polygon, this is cheap on the bandwidth, and if 
they are treated as floats it results in eight extra bytes. 
An example can be seen in the image figure 14. 

  
Figure 14 
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The second alternative is to split up the points 
depending on their height in layers on a user set 
amount. Each individual layer then creates a polygon 
for its individual points. This creates a slightly better 
approximation than the first method, but with the 
outcome of increasing the required network 
bandwidth to transmit the information. Both these 
methods have their advantages and disadvantages, 
therefore it is up to the specific game to choose what 
type of implementation that should be used. 

  

 
Figure 15 
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6. Test environment 
In this chapter the different areas of the test environment are explained, including the 
parameters for each test. This includes the different type of network messages and how it is sent, 
implementation of the algorithm in code and last description of the tests. 

6.1 Network communication 
Communication between the servers are done with UDP. A simple implementation of reliable 
transmission is implemented to allow resends of non-acknowledged packets using a sliding 
window. Data that is sent reliably is the following: 

 

 Server connection notify, this is sent to a reference server which should send information 
about the servers in the cluster. 

 Server list of all existing servers in the cluster which is sent on a connection notify. This 
helps all servers to easily connect to each other. 

 Existence notification, sent to all servers which were in the server list mentioned above. 
The receiving servers then know about the existence of the specific server. 

 Player information request, a request that a server want another cell server’s player 
information. Sent only one time when it is first found interesting. 

 Stop send player information, request that a specific server stop sending its player 
information. 

Unreliable data that is sent is the following: 

 Polygon information, contains information on a polygon and its vertex points. 

 Player information, contains information of a cell server players (position). 
 

Sending actual player information is optional since it is not specific to this implementation. 
Polygon information is sent ten times per second. The only reliable data that is sent during actual 
runtime is player information request, and stop send player information. Since in production 
adding and removing cell servers should not happen frequently. Both the reliable data is only 
sent if an actual change happens, that means that a new server is found that was not found 
before. 

This is done by storing the found servers from the collision check and the range check into two 
hash-sets. Each iteration the hash-sets toggle, meaning that there is one containing the old 
information from the last iteration, and one from the current iteration. By comparing these two 
hash-sets it is possible to get a list of new servers and servers that were removed from the last 
iteration. 

𝑁: 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠, 𝑂: 𝑂𝑙𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠  

𝑁⋂𝑂𝑐 = 𝑁𝑒𝑤 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 

𝑂⋂𝑁𝑐 = 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠 

These two Boolean operations result in the required new server set and removed server set. Thus 
only having to send data when an actual change happens in the cluster. 
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6.2 Implementation in code 

The algorithm runs every ten times per second. This was chosen to get relatively real-time 
updates. The loop which runs the algorithm is constructed in the following way: 

 

Vector3[] PlayerPositions; //Array containing the positions for the players   
                           //connected to this server 
HashSet foundServers; //Hash set containing the closest servers which data  
                      //should be requested from 
HashSet foundServersOld; //Hash set from a previous pass, compared with  
                         //foundServers to find new and removed servers. 

function Tick() //Function that runs ten times per second 
    p := new Polygon(PlayerPositions); //Create a new polygon from the player    
                                       //positions 

    Send polygon p to all cell servers //Sends the polygon to all other cell  
                                       //servers in the cluster 
    Receive polygons from other servers 
    swap foundServers and foundServersOld //Swap both hashsets to keep the  
                                          //data from the previous pass 
    Clear foundServers //Clear foundServers to remove anything from a  
                       //previous pass 
 
    //Add new cell servers to the foundServer hashset 
    Check for collisions, add collided cell servers to foundServers. 
    Calculate distance and add closest cell servers to foundServers. 
 
    //Find the newly found servers and the removed servers. 

    ToAddList := FoundServers ⋂ foundServersOldc 

    ToRemoveList := foundServersOld ⋂ foundServersc  
     
    foreach Server A in ToAddList //Iterate all servers in ToAddList 
        Request player information from server A 
 
    foreach Server A in ToRemoveList //Iterate all servers in ToRemoveList 
        Request that server A should stop sending player information. 

 
 

The most important steps in the pseudo code above are the polygon creation, the collision test 
and distance calculation. They are the heart of the algorithm which does the actual computation. 
Sending and receiving polygons can be done in several different ways, either asynchronous or 
synchronous. In this implementation an asynchronous solution was chosen to remove the 
possibility of deadlocks occurring if a packet is not received. This solution creates an issue 
though that some polygons used during the collision and distance calculation can either be from 
the previous pass, or change during the actual computation. To solve this each server has its own 
lock/mutex to reduce contention. This makes it possible that the polygon might change between 
the collision pass and the distance pass. Since the distance calculation will return zero of the 
polygons collide, this can provide better results since it increases the chance of being changed 
and the most recent data is used. 
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6.2.1 Polygon creation implementation 

The polygon creation implementation follows the description in 5.1. The following pseudo-code 
shows the basic main function of the polygon creation, further down each step is explained in 
more detail. 

TableRow[] boundaryPoints 

function Polygon(PlayerPositions) 
    center := LocateCenter(PlayerPositions) //Find the center point from all player positions 
     
    foreach Vector3 point in PlayerPositions //Iterate all points 
        InsertPoint(point) //Insert the point into the boundaryPoints array. 
 
    Do error correction //Do error correction pass 

    //Remove empty table rows which does not contain any points 
    Remove empty rows from boundaryPoints 

 

 The first thing the algorithm does is to locate the center of the polygon. During this the axis 
aligned bounding box is created as well. This is done by remembering the minimum and 
maximum value of each axis. Afterwards each point in PlayerPositions is inserted into the 
boundaryPoints array. The TableRow where all data is inserted is constructed the following way: 

class TableRow 
    float maxDistance //Cache of the distance to the furthest away point in the table row 
    Vector3 furthestPoint //Reference to the point located furthest away 
    LinkedList points //A linked list containing all points inside the table row 

 

MaxDistance and furthestPoint only serve as a cache to slightly optimize the algorithm. The 
most important variable is points which is where all points are inserted into and create a similar 
structure as seen in figure 4. The actual insertion requires the hash function described in 5.1.1. 
The pseudo code for point insertion can be seen bellow: 

 
function InsertPoint(point) 

    direction := point – center //Calculate the vector from center to the  
                                //point 
    angle := calculate atan2 of direction ranging from [0,2 π] //Get the angle for this vector 
    angle := angle /  (π*2) //Divide by 2*pi to make the angle go from 0 to 1 

    hash := floor(angle * resolution) //Multiply by the desired polygon resolution and floor the value 

    insert point into the fixed angle interval (table-row) at hash 

    distance := distance from center to point //calculate the distance 

    if distance is larger than MaxDistance in the fixed interval 
        set point as the furthest away point in the interval 

 

As mentioned this follows the hash function in 5.1.1, in addition to inserting the point into the 
table row, the distance is calculated as well to directly find the furthest away point in that table 
row during the insertion step. The next step in the polygon creation algorithm is the error 
correction step. 
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Foreach tablerow in boundaryPoints 

   foreach point in tablerow //Iterate all the points inside the fixed angle interval (table row) 
       if point is outside the polygon 
           distance := calculate distance from polygon to point 

           if distance is larger than the current furthest away point 
               set point as the furthest located point outside the polygon in tablerow 
 

   if a point located outside was found 
       Insert a new table row with the furthest point as a boundary point 

 

  

Here all table rows are being iterated and every point is being checked if it is located outside of 
the polygon. The furthest point located outside in a table row is added as a new boundary point 
to maximize the area of the polygon to possibly include other points. This is a simplified version 
of the error correction algorithm in appendix B, chapter 1 a more in-depth version can be found 
how a point is located outside the polygon and also how to find where the new table row should 
be inserted.  

6.2.2 Collision test 

The collision test is implemented as described in 5.3.1. Every received polygon from other servers 
are iterated and checked if they have an intersecting line. 

function checkCollision(OwnPolygon) 

    foreach Server A in Servers //Iterate all servers in the cluster 
        polygon := A.polygon //Get the polygon for the specific server 
        if polygon collides with OwnPolygon //Check if the polygons collide 
            add server A to foundServers  //If they collide add the server as found 

 

foundServers is the hash-set which will contain all servers that player information should be 
requested from. 

6.2.3 Range check/distance calculation 

As the collision test the distance calculation is performed as described in 5.3.2. The shortest 
distance between two polygons are calculated. If a server has already been found from the 
collision test it will not calculate the distance since it is already known it will be zero. 

Function RangeCheck(OwnPolygon) 
    List distanceList //A list where each element contains a remte server and its distance from the local  
                      //server 
    foreach server A in Servers //Iterate all servers in the cluster 
        if foundServer contains server A //If a server has already been found, ignore it 
            continue 
        polygon := A.polygon //Get the polygon object from the server 
        distance := calculate distance from OwnPolygon to polygon //Calculate distance between polygons 
        distanceList.Insert(A, distance) //Insert the server into the distanceList 
     sort distanceList based on distance //Sort distanceList based on the distance 
     count := number of objects in foundServers //Get the number of servers found from the collision pass 
     for (i = 0; i < (MaxNumberOfServers – count); i++) //Iterate until MaxNumberOfServers is met. 
         if(distanceList[i].distance > ViewDistance) //The next server is too far away 
             return; 
         Insert distanceList[i].server into foundServers //Insert the server into foundServers 

 

As seen above every server in the cluster is iterated and if it hasn’t already been added to 
foundServers its distance is calculated. When every distance has been calculated the servers are 
sorted based on their distance from the local server running the algorithm. The servers with the 
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smallest distances are added into foundServers until the number of elements in foundServers is 
equal to MaxNumberOfServers. 

6.3 Test parameters 
The tests generate player positions to simulate actual players. The players for one cell server are 
generated quite close together and not spread across the whole virtual world since this algorithm 
requires players close to each other to be grouped together on the same server to both reduce 
latency for nearby players but also minimizing the max amount of servers which need to 
communicate their players to each other due to a smaller amount of collisions. This is mostly due 
to the lack of an algorithm which handles actual player handovers between cell servers. The 
players are generated as a square with a random offset in all directions to create a more realistic 
pattern. 

6.3.1 Polygon creation performance test 

To test the speed of creating a polygon, 1000 different sizes of players where tested each five 
times each and calculate a median value of these five tests. The sizes range from 100 players to 
100 000 players. Four different resolutions of the polygon where tested, 8, 16, 32, 128, to test the 
impact of the different resolutions on the overall speed of the creation. 

6.3.2 Polygon collision test 

In this test two polygons are created from two unique set of points, these sets do not change in 
the increase of resolution. Different resolutions of the polygons are tested to see how the collision 
stage scale performance wise according to the resolution of the polygon. Each test are conducted 
of ten thousand iterations and a mean value is calculated from the test results. 

6.3.3 Polygon to polygon distance calculation 

This test focuses on testing the performance of the range check part of the algorithm. Meaning 
calculating the distance between two polygons based on their closest points. Similar to the 
collision test each test is conducted of ten thousand iterations with a mean value calculation. 
Also different resolutions of the polygons are tested as well to find out how the test scales. 

6.3.4 Finding servers test 

This test runs the complete algorithm, this test is mostly about finding out the maximum amount 
of server connections one cell server has. This is to investigate the worst case scenario on how 
many connections one server has depending on parameters. 

The main parameters are player distribution which either reduce or increase polygon collisions 
and max server requests which is the maximum count a server can request to gain information 
from other servers. If the number of collided polygons extend this count though the max server 
requests are equal to the number of collided polygons. 

 

The result looks at the following data: 

 Minimum, median, and maximum number of collided polygons. This is to show a 
difference in distribution between different tests 

 The server which has the max amount of connections created to other cell servers. 

 The max server request parameter. 
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The test results are created by a simulation which simulates one hundred cell servers with one 
hundred players each. Making it a total of ten thousand players in the world evenly distributed 
between the servers. 

 

  

Figure 17 Show the start placement of the servers in the world on the left, and on the right how the players are randomly moved 
to create an uneven pattern. 

In figure 17 the standard placement can be seen, every square is a polygon generated for a cell 
server. In the test all players for each cell server are randomly distributed across the x and y axis 
to create a more uneven form. This can be seen in figure 17 as well on the right. 

6.3.5 Comparison to the initial centralized algorithm 

In this test the initial algorithm described in 4.1 is tested against 
the new distributed algorithm. The initial algorithm uses a KD-
tree which allows it to find the actual closest neighbors to the 
players on a specific server. This produces an image as seen in 
figure 18, where the red dots are players on the actual server, 
orange dots are the nearest neighbors from other servers and blue 
circles are players found by the grid pass mentioned in 4.1.2. 

The test uses an identical player distribution over the servers for 
the players similar to figure 17, for both the distributed algorithm 
and the centralized algorithm. This makes it possible to see if the 
distributed algorithm finds similar players as the centralized 
algorithm. Parameters that are changed for the algorithms are 
how many closest neighboring players the centralized algorithm 
should find, and how many servers the distributed algorithm 
should find. 

The test focuses on comparing the found players from the two 
algorithms, first if the distributed algorithm manages to obtain the same players as the 
centralized server, and also the possible overhead of additional added players (or lesser amount). 

  

 
Figure 18, shows the output 
from the initial algorithm. Red 
dots represent the players in the 
cell. Orange dots players found 
by a nearest neighboring 
algorithm. Blue dots represent 
players found located on those 
servers which are in line of 
sight. 
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7. Results 
Several different results were gathered from the tests that ranges from the execution time of the 
algorithm in the different steps to a comparison to a KD-tree which can provide a more optimal 
solution with information about all of the players in the virtual world. 

7.1 Polygon creation 
The performance for creating a polygon can be seen bellow in the table and graphs: 

Resolution Number of points Execution time in ms 
8 100 1 
8 1000 2 
8 100000 222 
16 100 1 
16 1000 2 
16 100000 306 
32 100 1 
32 1000 2 
32 100000 329 
128 100 1 
128 1000 4 
128 100000 408 

 

   

  

It can be seen by the table and graphs that the polygon creation happens in near linear time. The 
black dotted line is a linear regression showing that the algorithm follows a linear function. For 
different resolutions up to 1000 players the polygon creation step is fairly inexpensive which 
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makes it suitable to use for real-time games. The time complexity for polygon creation could then 
be approximated to:  

𝑂(𝑛 ∗ 𝑠), 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠, 𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 

7.1.1 Polygon appearance 

It has been seen by the performance data that the polygon creation works fast in a linear time. 
But it also have to create a good approximation of the players/points.  These tests does one pass 
to fix outside points of the polygon, which can result that one or more points are still located 
outside of the polygon. In appendix A different shapes can be seen that were polygonised by the 
algorithm. 

 

Figure 19 Show a worst case scenario, unnecessary large area. 

 

    

Figure 20 Shows a set of points polygonised with different resolutions, from left: 8, 16, 64 

 

In figure 19 the algorithms worst case can be seen. The area of the polygon is unnecessarily large, 
most of the area of the polygon contains no points at all. Therefore using a concave polygon on 
this case does not differ much from a convex.  

The real usage of the concave polygon can be seen in figure 20 where a set of points are 
polygonised with different resolutions. With eight edges plus error correction the set resembles a 
convex polygon. But for every increase in the resolution the area minimizes and reduces the 
possibility of false collisions between different polygons.  
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Smaller resolutions might result in some points being located outside of the polygon, this can be 
seen in the lowest resolution in figure 20. An implementation of layer of detail, meaning that 
different resolutions are sent to nearby and far away cell servers should be used, both to reduce 
network traffic and reduce the area of which each polygon take up which helps minimizing false 
positives on collision detection and range checks.  

In Appendix A, figure 7 it can be seen that a set of over three points cannot be approximated by 
three boundary points with more than half of the points being left outside of the polygon.  
Appendix A, figure 5 show that a four boundary points can be used to a certain extent to 
approximate the set. Even though many points reside outside of the polygon it still covers an 
area where more than half the points are within. Such an approximation should not be used for 
close up collisions tests, but rather for cell servers located far away to minimize the bandwidth 
required. It is also seen in Appendix A, figure 6, figure 8 the addition of points from one 
iteration of error correction on the initial polygon. 

7.2 Collision checks 

Collision checks between polygons performance are evaluated here based on their performance. 
Here eight different tests with ten thousand iterations each been conducted. The resolution vary 
between the polygons since the error correction phase of the polygon creation give a slightly 
different resolution count depending on the point sets. 

7.2.1 Table of the results 

Resolution polygon 
1 

Resolution polygon 
2 

Mean 
resolution 

Execution time 

18 19 18 0.0035 ms 
34 34 34 0.0105 ms 
52 54 53 0.0372 ms 
69 73 71 0.0498 ms 
130 124 127 0.0833 ms 
206 207 206 0.1788 ms 
499 500 499 1.3353 ms 
1024 1023 1023 4.9691 ms 
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7.2.2 Graph of the results 

 

7.2.3 Result discussion 

It can be seen in the results above that the solution does not scale well in the upper resolutions. 
Larger resolutions should therefore be discouraged, while a computation time of five 
milliseconds can be acceptable in some cases it is not recommended if several high resolution 
collision checks have to be done. 
 

7.3 Range checks (Polygon to polygon distance calculation) 
Distance calculation between two polygons computation time is presented here. 

7.3.1 Table of the results 
Resolution polygon 1 Resolution polygon 2 Mean resolution Execution time 

18 19 18 0.0833 ms 
27 30 28 0.1683 ms 
44 48 46 0.4562 ms 
69 73 71 1.1626 ms 
105 109 107 2.5414 ms 
155 153 154 5.1411 ms 
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7.3.2 Graph of the results 

 

 

7.3.3 Result discussion 
From the table and the graph it is noticeable that the scaling is around quadratic. Its execution 
times are also higher than the results from the collision test on a similar resolution. This stage of 
the algorithm may be one of the greatest bottlenecks performance wise. For real-time games 
requiring a high resolution over 100 on the polygons this algorithm will not suffice and may 
produce long computation times. 
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7.4 Finding servers 

As mentioned in 6.3.4 the results from this test focuses on investigating the number of cell 
servers each server send their player information to. This investigates if there is any bottleneck 
or worst case scenario that would lead to an immense amount of data transmission. 

Max server request is the maximum amount of servers that can be requested. Collisions min, 
median and max are calculated from all cell servers, the smallest amount of collisions made by 
one cell server, median from all cell servers, and the cell server with maximum amount of 
collisions. Servers min, median and max are calculated the same was a collisions but instead 
looks on how many servers they should send their data to. 

Important to note is that Max server request only regards a servers outgoing requests. If another 
server requests its player data that was not in the outgoing requests, that server will as well be 
added as a server to send and receive player data from. 

7.4.1 Table 

Max server 
request 

Collisions 
m in 

Collisions 
m edian 

Collisions 
m ax 

Servers 
m in 

Servers 
m edian 

Servers 
m ax 

12 0 2 6 12 13 18 
12 2 6 8 12 13 18 
12 3 8 8 12 13 19 
12 5 13 20 12 14 21 
12 7 19 27 12 19 27 
12 13 29.5 46 13 29.5 46 
6 0 1 2 6 7 9 
6 2 6 8 6 7 9 
6 3 8 8 6 8 10 
6 5 13 20 6 13 20 
6 7 19 27 7 19 27 
3 0 1 2 3 3 5 
3 2 6 8 3 6 8 
3 3 8 8 3 8 8 
3 5 13 20 5 13 20 
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7.4.2 Graph 

 

 

7.4.3 Result discussion 

It can be seen from the table that for each different number of max server requests, the initial 
number of server max, is roughly 50% larger than that number. When the number of collisions 
go up, meaning that the cell servers players are being more spread out, the server max is quite 
steady until the number of collisions go over max server request * 1.5. In the graph it can be seen 
that the server max have a correlation with the maximum number of collisions. 

Max server requests can be more seen as setting the minimum found server by looking in the 
table. Knowing the maximum number for this algorithm is more dependent on the distribution 
of the players across the cell servers, to minimize the number of collisions that are happening 
between cell servers.   

7.5 Comparison to a centralized server, network traffic 
This implementation was based on removing the need of a centralized server to calculate which 
servers need to communicate in a server cluster for massive computer games. The conceptual 
model in 3.4 calculated that for a one hundred server cluster with one hundred players in each 
the traffic on one server would be roughly 12% of the centralized server. 

This implementation did not implement send rate groups meaning sending to further away 
servers in a slower rate. It can therefore be seen as a possible future optimization. 

The conceptual model based on reducing the amount of data that is needed to be sent by 
simplifying the data. This is done by the polygon approximation in the algorithm. As seen in 7.1.1 
and appendix A the polygon can make a minimum approximation by four points (if the set 
contains more than three points) up to a desired amount. 

The simplification k mentioned in the conceptual model is the percentage the data is reduced to. 
This variable depends then on both the number of players connected to a server and the 
resolution of the polygon created. For a server with four players connected, k cannot be 
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simplified with this polygon. With the increase of connected players the better simplification can 
be made. 

Below different scenarios are calculated with different k-values to see how much data needs to be 
transmitted and received by one server compared to the centralized server, b is the amount of 
bytes needed for each player/point to transmit: 

k-value Number of 
servers  

Number of 
players 

Distributed 
server 

Centralized 
server 

Difference 
(%) 

0.1 100 100 1980*b 10000*b 19.8% 
0.04 100 100 792*b 10000*b 7.92% 
0.2 100 100 3960*b 10000*b 39.6% 
0.1 100 1000 19800*b 100000*b 19.8% 
0.04 1oo 1ooo 7920*b 100000*b 7.92% 
0.01 100 1000 1980*b 100000*b 1.98% 
0.2 10 100 360*b 1000*b 36% 
0.1 10 100 180*b 1000*b 18% 
0.04 10 100 72*b 1000*b 7.2% 

 

In the table it can be seen that the best reduce in data transmitted is an approximation of 0.01 if 
the servers have as many as 1000 players. This would mean a use of a ten sided polygon to 
approximate 1000 players. This large approximation can mean worse results for the collision 
testing and distance calculation. The table does show that with a k-value ranging from 0.2 to 
0.01 each cell server uses less traffic than the centralized server used before. 

One thing to note is that the byte cost of one player b does not have to be the same between the 
distributed server and a centralized server. While the distributed server need 12 bytes for each 
point in the polygon, a centralized server could often need extra bytes for player identification. 
 

7.6 Comparison to initial algorithm for a centralized server 
The description of this test can be read in 6.3.5. The purpose of the test is to see if the distributed 
algorithm can give comparable results to an algorithm which have access to the actual player 
data. In the table error column is the percentage of missing players that was not found in the 
distributed algorithm but where found in the centralized algorithm. Overhead is how many extra 
players were found in percentage. Neighbors to find is how many neighboring players the 
centralized algorithm should find for every specific server. Servers to find is how many servers 
the distributed algorithm should find. 

  

Neighbors to find Servers to find Error Overhead 
200 8  0% +30.35% 
400 8 7.73% +7.77% 
400 10 3.15% +41.34% 
400 12 0.324% +72.48% 
200 6 10% +2.87% 
200 7 3.5% +17.12% 
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7.6.1 Result discussion 

As seen in the table the distributed algorithm come with a certain overhead to actually get the 
same results as the centralized algorithm. The more neighbors that are searched such as 400 the 
error becomes larger, and to reduce it requires a larger overhead. As such the closest neighbors 
are found, but for further located players the algorithm does not produce similar results as to an 
actual closest neighbor algorithm without a high overhead. The possibly best results is for 400 
neighbors to find and 8 severs to find which gives an error of 7.73% and an overhead of 7.77% 
additional data. 92.27% of the players were found from the centralized algorithm which is 
acceptable, it still contains a few more players than the centralized server but is still in the lower 
bounds. 

Since the algorithms depend on different search mechanics, parameters and actual input data it 
is hard to compare them perfectly to each other. The distributed algorithm works with simplified 
data which is bound to produce slight errors compared to an algorithm which contains the actual 
information for every player in the virtual world. 
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8. Conclusions and future work 
The purpose of the thesis was to present a non-centralized p2p algorithm which locates nearby 
servers based on their respective players’ positions in the virtual world. This is fulfilled with an 
algorithm which simplifies the players on a server as a polygon and transmit that polygon to all 
other servers in the cluster. By finding out which polygons from the other servers that are closest 
to the server’s own polygon the nearest located servers can be found. 

Compared to a centralized server algorithm with a KD-tree it comes with an overhead cost of 
additional players’ added going from 30.35% to 72.48% when trying to maintaining the optimal 
solution. The purpose was also to increase robustness against a centralized server, this is fulfilled 
by the peer-to-peer connection enabling that any server can go down in the cluster without any 
other server being affected by this change. The algorithm also allows for changing network 
topologies, a new server can connect and announce their polygon which makes it possible for the 
other servers to find it. 

The initial problem was also that a centralized server becomes a bottleneck for the whole cluster. 
By allowing each server to compute their own polygon and find the nearest servers the workload 
is distributed over all the servers in the cluster. The centralized server would instead need to 
compute the same operation for each individual server. 

The goal was also to show that the algorithm have a smaller demand in network traffic on a 
single node compared to the centralized server. The network traffic is reduced, and it is also 
possible for the user to change the amount of network traffic by defining how much that should 
be approximated. 

8.1 Discussion 
The algorithm gives a good control over the network traffic in the cluster with the help of the 
polygon creation algorithm which allows the user to specify how much that should be 
approximated. But it still makes the total amount of traffic in the cluster larger than the use of a 
centralized server. This is based on that every server communicates with each other, meaning 
that the same data is sent multiple times to different servers. This gives a better hardware failure 
tolerance but instead gives more network traffic. 

The algorithm is dependent on the distribution of players over the servers, which means that it 
does not work with all solutions, the algorithm requires that players close to each other are 
connected to the same server. 

The polygon creation can be seen to be run at a linear speed. At around 35000 points/players it 
is seen that the algorithm breaks 100 ms which would make the algorithm not able to run over 
ten times per second. The polygon creation could be run on a separate thread to not affect the 
computation time needed for the collision and distance calculation passes. But as seen the 
amount of players is slightly affected by the creation speed of the polygon if such high amount of 
players are connected to a single server. It is also shown that in a lower resolution all the points 
do not reside inside the polygon. As mentioned this can be fixed by increasing the resolution of 
the polygon. Further research could hopefully produce an even better algorithm where all points 
are located in the polygon and still allow the user to choose the desired resolution. 
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Both the collision test and distance calculation between polygons can be seen in the result to 
resemble a quadratic scaling. The distance calculation especially could be the current bottleneck 
in the algorithm and could be improved by dividing up the concave polygon into several convex 
polygons before it get sent to the cluster. This would allow the usage of algorithms such as 
Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi algorithm which could help improve the computation time. 

The actual finding of nearby servers can also be seen in the results that it scales with the 
maximum number of collided polygons. Therefore it is important to note that the algorithms 
worst case is possibly the maximum amount of neighboring cell servers a cell server can have in 
the world. The algorithm is therefore dependent on the algorithm which divides players between 
the different servers. 

Comparing to the initial algorithm it is seen that most of the players found from an actual 
neighbor finding algorithm with access to the real player data is found as well with this 
algorithm. The closest neighbors are found with a slight overhead as seen in the results while 
further away more errors come in and a substantial overhead is needed to get near the exact 
players found by the initial algorithm. 

One of the advantages of this algorithm though is that unlike a centralized server algorithm 
which would have to resend data to every server with lists on what players should be sent where 
etc. this algorithm works locally after the polygons have been sent. If two servers find each other, 
they will start sending player information instantly. In a centralized solution additional time for 
sending the actual packets over the network has to be added as well. 

8.1 Future work 

This solution as of right now only support one of many algorithms needed to enable a fully non-
centralized MMOG server cluster. As mentioned a player distribution algorithm should be 
developed which places the players equally over the servers. It would also be interesting to 
implement a database which uses the server connections from this algorithm to propagate data 
across the cluster. This could be useful for player specific data which is needs to be updated more 
frequently on nearby servers.  

The algorithm can be improved with a new algorithm to calculate distance and collision between 
polygons, preferably the Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi algorithm if the polygon can be approximated 
by convex polygons first. 
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Appendix A 

 

Figure 1 A simple triangle 

  

Figure 2 A more complex polygon surface 

 

Figure 3 Randomized points, shows one point is left outside. 
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Figure 4 Another test with randomized points. 

 

Figure 5 Polygon made up of four points without error correction. 
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Figure 6 One pass of error correction added to the polygon in figure 5 

 

Figure 7 Polygon with three points without error correction, shows that it cannot approximate a set higher than three points 

without error correction 

 

Figure 13 Polygon in Figure 7 with one pass of error correction 
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Appendix B 

 

1. Pseudo code of polygon error correction 
for (i = 0; i < boundaryPoints.Length; i++) //Iterate all table rows 
    furthestDistanceLeft := 0 

    furthestPointLeft := null 
    furthestDistanceRight := 0 
    furthestPointRight := null 

 
    foreach Vector3 p in boundaryPoints[i].points //Iterate every point in a table row 

        //Check if the point is on the left side of the divider line 
        if p is left of line from center to t.furthestPoint 

            leftPoint := boundaryPoints[i-1].furthestPoint //Get the previous table rows furthest point 
 

            //Check if the point is on the left side on a line segment going from the left point to the  
            //current table rows furthest located point, this mean it’s located outside of the polygon 

            if p is left of line from leftPoint to boundaryPoints[i].furthestPoint 
 

                //Calculate the distance from the constructed line segment to the current point 
                distance := distance from line segment leftPoint -> boundaryPoints[i].furthestPoint to p 

                if distance > furthestDistanceLeft  
                    furthestDistanceLeft := distance 

                    furthestPointLeft := p //Replace furthest point located outside 
 

        else //Located on the right side of the divider line 
            rightPoint := boundaryPoints[i+1].furthestPoint //Get the next table rows furthest point 

 
            //Check if the point is on the left side on a line segment going from the current table rows           

            //furthest located point to the rightPoint , this mean it’s located outside of the polygon 
            if p is left of line from boundaryPoints[i].furthestPoint to  rightPoint 
 

                //Calculate the distance from the constructed line segment to the current point 
                distance := distance from line segment boundaryPoints[i].furthestPoint -> rightPoint to p 

                if distance > furthestDistanceRight 
                    furthestDistanceRight := distance 

                    furthestPointRight := p //Replace furthest point located outside 
     

    //Check if any point was found located outside of the polygon, insert a new table row if so 
    if furthestPointleft != null 

        insert new table row between boundaryPoints[i-1] and i with furthestPoint: furthestPointLeft 
    if furthestPointRight != null 

        insert new table row between i and boundaryPoints[i+1] with furthestPoint: furthestPointRight 

This is a more in-depth overview of the error correction step in the polygon creation. It can be 
seen here that it is checked if a point is located on either the left or right side of the divider line, 
which is the line from the center point of the polygon to the boundary point in that table row. 
This makes it possible to know which line a point should be tested against to find out if they are 
inside or outside of the polygon. 

Both the left and right side of the divider line can be expanded with a new boundary point if 
necessary. 

 


